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TEOS corporate solutions 

Space to perform 
Workplace solutions for  
a changing world
Comprehensive | Secure | Cost-effective | Intuitive | Scalable
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Workspace 
2.0
Transformation. It’s the buzzword that’s reshaping the very 
idea of what a workplace should be. No longer is an office 
simply a place of work. It’s a space that facilitates collaboration, 
unlocks creativity and increases productivity.

As a result, the expectations and pressures on workplace 
managers have grown considerably. Employees want intuitive 
ways to share and present work. IT managers demand total 
security and connectivity. Senior management want to promote 
consistent and high-quality branding throughout the premises. 
And facilities managers have a vested interest in workplace design 
and data analysis to help boost efficiency.

Our goal is to help you not only meet these expectations, but to 
surpass them. We’ve designed our corporate solutions to cover 
every aspect of workplace management, from room booking to 
data analysis, virtual receptions to digital signage – all displayed 
on stunning 4K professional displays.

67% of organisations see “better 
collaboration with customers, 
colleagues and co-workers as a main 
driver of their workplace strategy” 
CBRE, Top trends in facilities 
management 

Catering to different 
demographics
By 2020, Millennials will make  
up half of the global workforce.  
This generation grew up with 
social media and smartphones 
and they expect a work 
environment that enables 
flexible working conditions and 
collaboration. But workspace 
solutions also have to be 
sensitive to the needs of other 
generations, such as Baby 
Boomers, who have different 
working styles.  

IoT and cost pressures
Thanks to the proliferation of 
connected devices, facilities 
managers have more actionable 
data at their fingertips than ever 
before. They can review energy 
consumption, gauge visitor 
numbers and optimise meeting 
room usage. Understanding 
and exploiting this data is vital 
to improving efficiency and 
reducing costs.

75% of companies say data  
is key to achieving strategic 
real estate goals

CBRE, Top Trends in Facilities 
Management 

Outdated tech
Whether it’s untangling a 
mass of cables or dealing with 
multiple complex interfaces, 
old and ineffective technology 
can frustrate people and 
increase costs. In fact, 90% of 
organisations cite complex 
workplace technology as a 
barrier to productivity. 

Employees waste on  
average five minutes  
getting a meeting started.

DEGW Survey 

Today’s three  
key challenges
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3  Large meeting room
Control lights, projectors 
and any other AV equipment 
straight from your device

Collaborate with remote 
participants via Vision 
Exchange and communicate 
with Skype for Business

Check room availability and 
book it with a tap of a button

Put an end to ghost rooms  
and unused spaces

2  Common areas
Never get lost again with  
an intuitive app that shows  
a clear office floorplan

Locate a colleague at  
the tap of a button

Inform and ensure branding 
consistency with digital 
floorplans displayed on  
BRAVIA screens 

Analyse booking and 
occupancy rates with 
workspace analytics

TEOS in the 
workspace

3

2

1

1  Reception
Enable guests to check 
themselves in, sign terms  
and conditions forms and 
report their arrival

Entertain and inform with 
news or brand messaging 
on our stunning BRAVIA 4K 
Professional Displays 5

4

6

5  Operations room
Use a single and comprehensive 
solution to manage all your AV 
devices and signage content

Lower energy costs and improve 
environmental impact by 
scheduling device activation

Analyse data to get a  
better understanding of  
your workplace

Set custom alerts in the case  
of emergencies

Create engaging signage  
and display instantly around  
the office

6  Auditorium 
Wow your audience with 
brilliant visuals from 3LCD laser 
projectors, and benefit from a 
far lower cost of ownership  
(no bulbs to be replaced) 

Manage projectors from  
a single dashboard

Record presentations at 
broadcast quality

Stream live and share 
presentations

4  Small meeting room
Check room availability and 
book it with a tap of a button

Mirror content wirelessly  
onto BRAVIA screens

Put an end to ghost rooms  
and unused spaces

Monitor the operating status  
of devices to catch issues 
before meetings are disrupted
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7

Our mission is simple – to transform and reimagine the  
modern workspace. We want to energise and inspire 
employees, impress visitors, simplify the technology  
and empower AV/IT and facilities managers. 

We recognise that every client is unique. You’ll have your own 
specific requirements and goals, pressures and pain-points, 
constraints and opportunities. That’s why we don’t provide 
cookie-cutter solutions. So whether you’re installing a single 
screen or equipping a new-build from top to bottom, we are  
here to partner and advise you at every stage of your 
transformation journey.

Ultimately, by choosing TEOS, you’re choosing a world-leader 
in workplace solutions, one that puts you in full control and 
embraces the smart workspace of the future. 

With you 
every step  
of the way

We’re proud to supply a complete range 
of workspace solutions for our clients.

“TEOS Manage is making a big  
difference to how we engage with  
staff and visitors. It’s easy to use and 
helps us save energy. And I only see  
it growing with our needs as we  
move forward.”

 Carlos Cagica, IT and Innovation Manager, Siemens

“All the technology in the office is  
based on Sony’s 4K Professional 
Displays, which blend nicely with  
the design of the building.”

 Erik Ubels, Director of Information Technology  
and Workplace, Deloitte

“Sony’s solution perfectly matched  
our requirement for one single platform 
to manage all content. On average,  
we now save 45 minutes every day on 
updating content, allowing us to focus 
on tasks that create added value for  
our clients.”

 Laurent Delattre, Marketing and Events Director,  
Cap Gemini



Kick-start a 
workplace 
transformation 
with an industry 
leader
Solutions overview

Contact one of our experts at  
pro.sony/TEOS

TEOS Manage 
Manage your workplace from a single,  
intuitive dashboard

TEOS Book
Check meeting room availability,  
book rooms and review activity from  
a stylish room booking tablet

TEOS Reception
Enable guests to check in with our virtual 
receptionist on a range of tablets

TEOS Connect 
Mirror content wirelessly from your device  
to large displays

TEOS Remote
Take control of all the connected devices  
in a meeting room from your phone

TEOS Signage
Easily create impressive signage and  
schedule across a wide range of displays


